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CHEMICAL AND MECKANICAL TESTS
IN THE FOUIIDRY.
The process of molding or of obtaining definite shaped
pieces of a metal by pouring it while in a molten Gtate into sand
or earth molds, of the required shape, is very ancient, dating back
without doubt to prehistoric times. From the savage of centuries
ago with his precious bit of native copper melted in the hollow of
a rock in the fire and poured into the impression of his stone
j
spear head in the cand, to the modern foundry with its many tons of;
iron, made into huge castings daily, and its appliances for lessen-
ing labor, is a very long step; and one vrhich was not made hastily.
In fact, until within the last tv/o decades, the improvement and
development of the various phases of foundry operation have been i
extremely slow, While in other branches of engineering industry,
development has been logical and rapid, the foundry has received
but a small amount of the attention v/hich it has deserved. This is
especially true of the regulation of the quality of the iron. The
usual method was to put the cupola in charge of a nan experienced
in judging the character of iron by the appearance of its fracture,
and v;ho dependa upon the grades of iron as given by the iron makers
and upon his knowledge of the results of former heats, in mixing
his iron so as to obtain the required, results.
During the last ten or fifteen years, however, comp.ittees
of investigation appointed by such engineering bodies as the
American society of Mechanical Engineers, and the American
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Poundrymen • s Association, have conducted exhaustive experiments
having as their object the development of methods of determining
mixtures of iron before melting, go as to obtrin a product having
certain definite properties. Among the most prominent investigators
in this fjeld, are Messrs. T. D. West and \'!. J. Keep: and it is
from reports of their worK. during the past fifteen years, that
much of the Information in this thesis was derived. Mr. V/est has
devoted himself to a study of the relations between the chemical
and physical properties of cast iron, and a rotp-ilation of iron
mixtures by chemical analysis, while Mr. Keep' has endeavored to
devise simple mechanical methods for obtaining the same end. Both
gentlemen have conducted a large number of tests and their reports
comprise a vei'y complete exposition of the subject.
|
It is the purpose of this thesis to present the more impor-
tant conclusions reached by such authorities, to detail the equip-
\
ment for a chemical laboratory such as might be installed for use
in connection with a rather large foundry, to present as briefly'
as possible, the latest methods of chemical analysis, and to give
an account of some tests conducted by the writer at the University
of Illinois.
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THE CONSTITUENTS OF CAST IRON, AND THEIR
EFFECT ON ITS PJiYSICAL Pl^OPEHTIES.
Cast iron contains about 92 to 96^ of pure iron; the balance
being impurities, of v/hich silicon, sulphur, carbon, phosphorous
and manganese are the most important. Tnile those are essential to
good cast iron, an excess of their total over 6^ is generally in-
;)urious to the strength of the iron. The effects of these elements
upon the character of cast iron are here given for each constituent
under separate heads.
SILICON
Silica, Si02, occurs in all iron ores, and is reduced in the
blast furnace to silicon, v/hich is absorbed by tlie iron. It alloys
with iron in all |)roportions up to lO^j, and by special treatment
up to 30-0, forming ferro-silicon. Silicon's chief office in cast
iron is that of a softener. It accomplishes this result by reduc-
ing the total amount of carbon which iron may take up and by
causing the carbon to remain in the graphitic form insteaa of com-
bining with the iron. Ov/ing to this fact, silicon is a great
element in cheapening iron mixtvires, as by using a small quantity
of high silicon iron, a large amount of scrap iron may be used and
soft iron may be obtained. Four percent of silicon pig can often
I
carry 80^ of ordinary scrap to make soft castings in v/ork over one
i;
inch thick. The use of very high silicon iron in small quantities
should be avoided however, as a small error in the amount used
would produce a great change in the properties of the resulting
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iron. Silicon is seen to be a very good thing, but if carelessly
used it can do more evil than good. It has found such favor with
ooine, as to make them regardless of any other element in iron,
v/hich is a decidedly harmful practice from the fact that one part
of sulphur can neutralize the effect of from ten to fifteen parts
of silicon. TABLE V, taken from Mr. Thos. D. West's Metallurgy of
Cast Iron, page 151, gives the necessary increase of silicon in a
silicon iron to preserve the same hardness in similar castings
for each increase of . 01^^ sulphur. Hence it is essential that
sulphur should be as carefully watched as silicon; and the same may
be said with regard to phosphorous and manganese, as all should be
considered in mixing iron. Silicon and sulphur however, should be
considered the bases for changing the r;haracter of the iron,
phosphorous and manganese remaining practically constant under
given conditions. The influence of silicon is indirect, as it acts
through the carbon contained in the iron, and is modified by the
various conditions attending remelting and cooling of the iron.
The more total carbon or the less combined carbon, the less silicon
will be needed for a given effect. Little silicon acting a long
time as in large, slow cooling castings v/ill have a similar effect
to that of a larger amount of silicon acting quickly in small rapid
cooling castings. From 2 to 3.5^ of silicon v/iii change all of the
combined carbon into graphitic that can be changed. An increase in
silicon will usually be accompanied by an increase in fluidity, and
a decrease in shrinkage.
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Remelting iron usually decreases the silicon by oxidation, the
amount var^z-ing as the blast Is stronger and the fire hotter. The
loss of silicon in rejnelting varies from 0.1 to O.Sf^j.
Mr. W. J. Keep discovered in 1888 that the variation in shrinl^age
of iron test bars, indicated the variation in the influence of
silicon in reducing combined carbon. Tlie shrinkage decreases as
silicon increases, other conditions being equal, as is shovm in
TABLE I, which consists of extracts from a table on page 48, of Mr.
Keep's book, "Cast Iron".
SULPHUR
sulphur is mainly derived from the fuel used in smelting the
iron, and consecfLi-^ntly charcoal iron is lov/ in sulphur vrhile irons
smelted v/lth colie or coal are higher.
Iron has a strong affinity for sulphur, and readily absorbs
it from the fuel used in remelting, thus causing an increase in its
percentage. Coke used in cupolas often contains as high as Ift) of
sulphur, the majority of v/hich goes into the iron, increasing the
percentage from .01 to . O6/5.
Sulphur is the most injurious constituent of cast iron with
v;hich the foundryman has to deal. This can be easily seen from the
fact stated above, that an increase of .01^.^ of sulphur can often
neutralize the ef-^ect of from .10 to ,15fo of silicon.
There ^re however, three comi'.endable qualities in it. One
is its influence in increasing the strength, another in increasing
its fusibility, and the third the effect in hardening or chilling
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iron by increasing combined carbon. Aside from these its effects
ai-e evil. It makes light castings hard, molten iron sluggish,
gives rise to blow holes, decreases elasticity and causes increased
slirinkage
.
CARBON
carbon is the most important element In cast iron, and is
present in larger amount than any other constituent, varying from
about 2^;b to 4.35^/0. Without it iron r;ouid not be easily melted and
poured into castings, and the degree of hardness and strength
needed for various uses could not be obtained. The percentage of
total carbon present determines the melting point. Iron has a
strong affinity for carbon and absorbs it in the blast furnace,
owing to the kind of fuel used in the smelting. The saturation :
point or amount of carbon the iron can talie up, varies from 3 to
4.25f' 07;ing to blast f\irnace conditions.
A large amount of silicon in the iron reduces the power of
iron tc absorb carbon, and a large amount of manganese increases
this power. Chromium has the same effect as manganese, and may
cause iron to absorb as high as 1?A or carbon. The more carbon the
iron contains the greater Influenc'i nLla(;or, sulphur, etc., have in
changing its grade. VJhen iron is ir-elted, all of the caiucn it
contains is supposed to be dissolved or com.bined with it, as other-
wise the lightness of the carbon v;ould cause it to rise tc the
surface of the iron, v/hen the iron is solidified the carbon will
reiuain in the combined state, unless some influence is present to
change it; the combined is the natural form for carbon to hold, and I
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if the iron has not absorbed more carbon than it hold v.hen
cold, it F/ili be v/hite iron. If the iron does contain more carbon
when molten than it can hold when cold, the extra amount VYill be
crystallized and separate as gra^nhitic soaies lying between the
iron crystals v/hich form on cooling. The occurence of carbon in
its different fonns may be to some extent regulated by the v.ay the
iron is cooled. Rapid cooling prevents th^ formation of graphitic
carbon by not allov/inf: it sufliclent time jn T/hich to crystallize,
v/hile slow coding has the opposite effect. Fast cooling gives
h<ird castings having a light, close grained fracture, whi:ie slow
cooling gives softer ones, with a fracture rauch darker and large
grained. This probable variation in the cooling of castings malies
it impracticable to atterapt to regulate mixtures by regulating the
amount of carbon; the regulation by silicon and sulphur being more
positive is much more to be advocated. Total carbon is generally
|
increased by remelting, the amount of increase depending on the
1
amount of fuel used and the time the iron remains in the cupola.
Little fuel and a quick melt may' reduce the carbon slightly, while
j'
enough fu.el to produce hot iron v;ith a slow melt will increase the '
carbon. Generally in remelting iron, combined carbon is increased
and graphitic carbon is decreased. I
PHOSPHOROUS.
Phosphorous occuring in cast iron, is obtained from the
phosphoric acid which is found in the fuels and iron ores. It
retards the saturation of iron for carbon and ad is fluidity and
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life to the metal. It has a bad 'Effect in v^eaKening iron if precent
in quantities ^ireater than l4. It is best to keep it belo;v O.afj.
Phosphorous is a very essential element in successful founding,
and as such needs to be watched as closely as silicon or sulphur.
Mr. 7/est on page 217 of his Metallurgy of Cast Iron, cites some
experiences of Mr. James A BecKett of Koosick Falls, N. Y., in
experimenting v.'ith phosphorous as an agent to regulate foundry
mixtures. Mr. Bechett has found phosphcrous to greatly counteract
the tendency of sulphur to increase combined carbon, and he has
upon several occasions, when high sulphur was making castings hard,
made them soft by increasing the phosphorouo rrcia .oC t.c ,75'^;). Mr.
Beckett's experience also shows, that o.i <j increase in phos-
phorous, will produce the saiae effect as er increase of 0.25"'^ of
silicon, other constituents not varying, until the phosphorous
reaches the safety limit of l.fL The addition of phosphorous in
the form of sticks, to molten metal increases its strength some-
times as much as two- fold, \7hile the occurence in a natural way
increases the fluidity and life of the metal as mentioned above,
the addition to the molten metal as just cited has the Gpi^csite
effect, the iron losing fluidity and solidifying rapidly. Mr. West
found that phosphorous acted as a flux when adcJed to the molten
iron, driving out silicon, manganese, and total carbon. In the
cupola phosphorous is slightly increased v;hen occulting in the fuel.
Tlicre is seldom any loss as all phosphorous in the cupola will
•I
I
usually be found in the iron. Phosphorous acts in a ver:^'' decided
manner in reducing shrinkage in castings, and consequently iron
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having high p^iosphorous and high nilicon should have but little
shrinl'.age. Phonphorous has a very peculiar effect upon the frac-
ture of cast iron, irap^irting a yellov/ tinge to the crystals. This
yellov; tinge is scir.etimes seen on the outside of high phosphorous
irons that have been rapidly cooled.
MAIIGANESE
Manganese ranges frora a trace up to 3.';4 in pig iron. It
unites v/ith iron in almost any proportion, but escapes to a certain
extent upon reraelting by volatilization and with oxidation with
other elements, especially sulphur. Manganese can thus be used to
counteract the effects of sulphur as it is very effective in reduc-
ing the latter. In raahing and remelting iron, manganese is affected
in a manner similar to silicon. The higher the temperature in the
cupola, the greater will be the decrease in manganese. When ma^.ing
iron, a hot furnace v/ill send the manganese into the pig, while a
cold furnace will send it into the slag, as a high temperature is
required to make it combine with the iron. Manganese, liKe phos-
phorous, has veirj different effects, v/hen ocoui^ing in the pig and
T/hen added to molten iron in the form of ferro-manganese. V/hen
occmjing in the pig, it increases the saturation of iron for carbon;
' I increases the combined carbon, although not to so great an extent
as sulphur; deepens the chill, increases shrinkage, and to a degree,
greatly strengthens iron. The effect cf ad^-ing it to molten iron
as ferro-manganese, is shown by the follov/ing extract from a paper
presented by Mr. A.. R. Outerbridge, Jr., before the Franklin
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Institute, in February 1888. He said:
"A remarkable effect is produced upon the character of hard
iron by adding to the molten iron a moment before pouring it, a
small quantity of pov/dered ferro-raanganese, about l/6fo and stirring
with an iron rod. The result of several hundred experiments which
I have made enables me to say, that the transverse strength of the
metal is increased from 30 to 40^; the shrinkage is decreased from
20 to 30^; the depth of chill is decreased nearly 25^/o, while nearly
one half of the com.bined carbon is changed into free carbon. The
percentage of manganese in the iron v/as not sensibly increased by
this dose, the small proportion of manganese which was added being
found in the form of oxide in the scoria. When a casting which has
been treated thus, and artificially softened, is remelted,the
effects of the ferro-manganese disappear and hard iron results. In
high manganese irons, an increase in the silicon can greatly neu-
.tralize the effects of the manganese; as is shown in TABLJ"^ II which
consists of extracts from a table given by Mr. Keep, on page 100 of
"Cast Iron". It Avili be noted that the increase in silicon is
accompanied by an increase in strength, and by a decrease in
shrinkage.
PIG IRON
Pig Iron is usually divided into the follov;ing brands
Foundry, Charcoal, Bessemer, Gray forge, Basic, Ferro-silicon,
Mottled and V/hite Iron. The limits of the variation of the
impurities are shown in TABLI! III.
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Foundry iron is made v;ith coke or antliracitn fiiel, and if?
used for general casting.
Charcoal iron as the name indicates is made with charcoal,
and is usually lov/ in sulphur. It generally carries a larger
percent of pure iron than other brands.
Bessemer differs from "Foundry" iron only in having less
phosphorous, as may be seen in TABLE IV taken from Mr. West's
Metallurgy of Cast Iron, page 215, and giving the analysis of
Foundry and Bessemer irons. The fov.T analyses could pass as
Foundry excepting for phosphorous. Bessemer is used for making
steel, and for general castings, not requiring extra fluid metal.
Gray Forge iron has a gray fracture with little or no grain,
and is chiefly used as mill iron in puddling furnaces producing
wrought iron.
Basic iron is similar to Gray ^orge, nith Iot/ silicon, phos-
phorous and sulphur, and finds its chief use in the open hearth
process for making steel.
Ferro-silicon is made v/itli coal or coke, from high silicon-
ores, and requires excessive fiiel to cause the high temperature
necessary in the furnace; as its name indicates it is higii in
silicon, ranging up to about 16^?.
Mottled and White iron are mad^ with coke, coal and charcoal
fuels. These irons are high in sulphur and are used for hard and
chilled castings.
GRADING PIG IRON
Until about ten years ago, almost all pig iron was graded

by fracture and piled according to the finenetb cf the grain; the
coarsest grained iron being used for the Qoftest castings and the
fine grained for haia oiiec. It has been thoroughly demonstrated
that grading by appearance is not reliable and is often deceptive,
and the majority of founders novi depend upon cheir.ical analysis for
their guide as to the QViality of iron. There is much confusion at
present in the numbering of different grades of iron, some furnace-
men calling a soft iron -^l, and others giving the spjne niynber to a
hard iron. To correct this evil and to establish uniform methods
for grading, Mr. Thos. P. West devised in 1901 a system cf grading
iron according to its chemical character which is shown in TABLE VI
Metallurgy of Cast Iron, page 152, v/hich decreases silicon 0.25fj,
and increases sulphur .01 to ,064 in each grade. TABLE V already
referred to siicv.G the iiupcrtance of variations of both silicon and.
sulphur upon the character of iron, and in establishing standards
both should be included. As shown in TABLE VI,i;!r.West depends
entirely upon variations in th^fie two elements for the determina-
tion of his grades. Ke says that it should not be thought that no
attention is to be paid to manganese, phosphorous, or total carbon,
as t?iese elements liave a very important inf.luence as previously
stated. He believes, hoAvever, that the'/ v/ill best omitted from
my i:niverr:pT system:2)r numbering grades ,and recommends that each
foundryman, Knowing his own conditions, should specif^r approximately
the amounts of each v/hen purchasing jron by grade.
PUHCliASIKG, MlXINa AND SAMPLING PIG IRON
The liability of errors by the makers of iron, in the .number-
L
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ing of pi.l93 of iron, etc., .13 v/el.l as in the chemical analyses
furnished, inaliesit necessary that the founder v/ho is regulating his
mixtures by chemical analysis, should knovr positively the composi-
tion of the iron that he buys. In order in accoiaplish this with
the highest degree of certainty, a thorough mixing of the pigs in
one car, aiid intelligent sampling of the pigs for analysis should
be. assured. The importance of thorough mixing is due to the fact
that in one cast of sand pig the silicon often varies as much as
1.5^^, the last pigs cast being higher in silicon than the first,
and sulphur varies in proportion, being higher at first than later.
Assuming that alternate barrov/s, or truck's, of- pig loaded at the
furnace, are placed at opposite endn of the car; if the foundryrcan
in unloading rill follow the same scheme, the pigs should be pretty
thoroughly mixed by the time they are piled. Each car of pig
should be piled by itself.
In saiiipling, tiiree or four pigs should be tahen from near
the ends and at the middle of the pile, broken, and drillings tahen
from the fractured ends. As it is essential that no sand or scale
should contaminate the drillings, ea^;h pig should be v/ell cleaned
v/ith a v/ire bn::ch befcie being drilled. Strict precautions should
be ta};en lo prevent grease or dirt getting in the drillings. A
flat drill is the best to use as the drillings 'Jill be finer tjiat
with a twist drill. The end of the pig should be drilled in from
two to six places v/ell distrDmt ed
, and the drillings from each
hole }:ept separate until all pigs ore drilled, v;hen equal v^eights
from each hole should be mixed together. This metnod of sampling
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will insure a good. avera£^e of each car of iron. The part of the
sample which v^'in paGG through a SO or 4 mesh sieve should "be
used for anal^'-sis.
MIXING IRON IN THE. CUPOLA
The day ifs r^^st for the toleration of the itinerant methods
folLOwed by founders up to 189 0, in mixing ii-on. "^hen tiv. aecep-
tive appearance of the fracture of pi^ iron as indicating grade, as
stated above, is considered, the v/onder is that mixtures ever came
out good. Since that date, however, many foundrymen have kept up
v;ith the progress in utilizing chemistry in mixing their iron, and
as
with the furnaceman doing his part and Tarnishing iron^called for
by the founder, the old cry of "bad iron" should cease. There is
no really bad iron as all iron- may be utilized for some sort of
worh or other. A }:nov/ledge of its chemical and physical properties
is all that is necessary to enable cjth maher and user to handle
I
their iron correctly.
Furnacemen can rarely furnish iron of the exact analysis for
charging the cupola, and foundrymen, particularly these using a
lart^e iinount of iron, must often accept t^.vo or more grades varying
widely in their constituents, in order to obtain a mixture having
the desired composition.
The thorough mixing of pigs from each car-load has been
described above. Mixing irons containing a different percentage of
I
impurities, in order to obtain the required percentage of an elemen
is not very difficult, if reasonable care is taVien. Say an Iron
cariying silicon is desired, and the foundryman has two lots of
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iron containing P.e'f) and 1»44> respectively. The amount of each
iron tal^en should be eaual, as a nimple calculation shows. If the
charge is 800*, then the 400* containing 2.3 points of silico per
hundred, and the 400* containing 1.4 points, give v/hen nixed, 800*
containing 16 points, or 2,0 points per hundred as required; or
( 400 X 2.6 + 400 X 1.4 ) ~ 800 - 2.0
In like manner a mixture of iron of any percentages may be calcu-
lated. Take tv/o irons: A, having 1.^^ and B, having 2.5';j of an
element. Required a product containing 2,25^o. The amounts of the
tv;o irons to be used are inversely as the difference between their
percentages and that of the product.
Let (a) be the percent in the low iron:, (b), the percent in
the high iron, and (c) the required percent.
Then A : B :: b-c : o-a :: 2.5 - 2.25 : 2.25 - 1,
or, A : B : : .25 : 1.25 : : 1 : 5.
Accordingly, in a charge of 600*, 500* of a 2,^4 iron and 100* of
a l.fa iron, would give a product having 2.25vb of the element under
consideration. (500 x 2.5 + 100 x 1.0) ^ 600 =2.25.
This is very easy v/hen only one element is considered; but in trying
to regulate several elements at once, the problem becomes exceeci-
ingly involved. If it v/ere possible for the foundr^nnan 'to obtain
irons differing from each other in only one or two elements, he
v;ould have little or no difficulty; but when he has several brands
of iron differing v;idely in all constituents, it will require con-
siderable "cutting and trying" and the calculation Of a large number
of possible combinations before arriving at anything near the.
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desired result. Mr. West's reccminen(iation as to the importance of
silicon and sulphur for determining the grade of iron, is based
upon the assumption that phosphorous and manganese will be fairly
constant from any one furnace, and throws the resjxnsibil:. ty on the
furnaceman of living up to the fcundryraan's expectations in that
respect. When the fimounts of different irons charged qre Knovm,
the composition of the resulting mixture may be readily calculated.
For any element, the percentage occiiring in any one iron, multipliej
by the number of pounds charged, v/ill give the number of "points"
charged in that particular iron. The sum of these results for all
irons charged, divided by the total number of pounds in the mixture
will give the percentage of the element in the product. This
method is shovm by TA.BLE VII. (taken from page 256 of Mr. 'n'est's
book previously referred to.
)
The changes in the percentages before mentioned, due to
reraelting should be taken account of, in calculating any desired
mixture. Silicon decreases from .20 to .30^j; manganese from .05 to
.15f^; sulphur increases from. 02 to .04^; Phosphorous from .05 to
.15^, and total carbon may either increase or decrease slightly.
Scrap Iron, is iron v;hich has been remelted one or more
times, and hence fairly shows its grade in its fracture. This iron
comes to the foundiy in all conceivable qualities; ranging from
sash weights made of cheap iron up to the best soft machine cast-
ings. It is, of course, impossible to obtain accurate analyses of
all these varieties v/ithout an enormous amount of work, the cost of
v/hich would be prohibitive. In order to have some method of grad-
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ing scrap so that a fair approximation may he obtained, Mr. West
suggests that it be graded according to its fracture as compared
with fractures of remelts of the various grades of pig of Imovm
chemical composition, taken as a standard.
In charging the cupola with irons of different composition
v/hen a definite mixture Is to result, they should be in separate
piles, knov.Ti to the cupola tenders, and aggregating each charge in
weight. Pieces should be talcen from these piles alternately when
throvm in the cupola and thus a thorough mixing v/ili result.
EFFECTS OF POirai)HY !fETHODS.
Iron which comes out of a cupola having a certain chem.ical
composition as determined from test bars, may have its constituents
so charged by the way it is heated in the foundry' that the analysis
v/ili not indicate its trus character.
The variation in temper or dampness of sand causes great
charges in the amount of combined and graphitic carbon, in the con-
traction, and in the strength of small castings. As the moisture
increases -within the limits required for sound castings-, the
combined carbon, shi'inxiage, and strength increase. Tjiir is true to
but a very slight extent in heavy castings.
A variation in the time of cc::ling, -as noted under "Carbon"
above- can cause considerable change in the amount of combined
carbon, and consequently in the strength of castings. The lighter
the castings the greater v;ili be Iho efx^ect of "dTimping" them as
scon as sufficiently solid. This treatment also sets up contrac-
tion strains due to unequal cooling, which are very undesirable.
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A casting tc be easily machined should be left in the mold until
almost cold enough to handle. This slow cooling aids the formation
of graphitic carbon, and malies the casting softer and somewhat
weaker, than if dumped while red-hot. The larger the casting the
less, of course, will be the effect of quid: dumping.
Rattling or tumbling castings has been found to increase
their strength. Mr. A. E. Outerbridge has conducted exhaustive
tests upon this subject, and iias found many test bars to increase
in strength as much as Ib^p,
MKCITANICAL TESTS
Mechanical tests of cast iron are m.ade use of in order to
obtain information in regard to the physical characteristics of any
particular iron, either for comparison and use in connection with
the chemical analysis of that iron, or as a direct guide for the
regulating of iron mixtures without inaking chemical analyses.
Tests of the latter type constitute mechanical analysis. The
characteristics usually noted are, tensile strength, transverse
strens:th, shrinkage, hardness and chill.
The utility of tensile tests is manifest for castings having
that sort of strain imposed upon them, as these tests give the
ultimate strength per square inch of cross-section area. They are
conducted by pulling apart in a testing machine, castings of such
a form tiiat tiie area of the cross-section at the break is easily
determined.
Transverse tests, with tlie accompanying value of the de-
flection, are the most valuable, because iron castings are chi-efly
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subject ea to this sort of stress. The ability or oast iron to
v;ithstar.cl crushing loads ±3 often of importance to the engineer and
founder, and Mr. 7est affirms that the elei-'.ents ccnGtitutin^ a test
in trrmsverse strength, deflection and chill, are a good index to
the crushing strength. An iron with high transverse strength and
siiiall de-rMeotion '-hnr.in prove best to withstand crushing.
Shrinkage tests are conducted by molding projections on a
casting betv/een chills VThich are a definite distance apart, and the
difference between the distance inside the chilled portions when
the casting has cooled, and the original distance betv;een the
chills, divided by the latter, gives the percent of shrinkage..
Small bars .li'e sometimes chilled on Ihe nds; t.h-^ original length
being Known, and the contraction measured.
Depth of chill is determined by fracturing the chilled por-
tion of the casting in the shrinr.age test, perpendicular to the
surface, nepth of chill is affected by the time the chilling piece
is in contact with the hot iron, by the thickness cf sciid piece,
and by th*^ fluidity of the iron; hct iron chilling deeper than
sluggish iron.
Hardness tests aj-e useful in indicating the crushing strength
3ni for otner purposes. The method devised by Prof. Thos. Turner
is now generally used, and consists in drawing a diamond (provided
with an appliance for varying the "/eight upon it), over the highly
polished .r:-fa?- -'^
-^h^ material being tested, and determining the
weight required for a scratch of given character.
In order to obtain a uniformity in testing, it is advisable
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that the castings used should be of the rsaine ^ise and shape. This
has been acccmplished by using test bars, cast at the same time as
the other 'ja'stinss, and from the results of tests conducted vith
theii., the character of the other castings can be fairly determined.
The size and shape of test bars varies greatly with different in-
vestigators, ranging from l/j?" to 3" in diameter, in both round and
rectangular bar.-^, -irA from 12" to 40" in length. It is evident
that results obtained from one size of bar nay differ laaterially
from those obtained fi'om other sizes, and accordingly the use of
the same 'riind of bars by everyone conducting tests v/ould be of
advantage. The ^'ariation of shrinkage, as occuij^ing in different
sized bv.rc of the same iron, is sliovm in TABLE I already referred
to. It is easily seen that each slse of bai' v;ill have properties
which v/ould be expected in castings of approximately the same size,
but it is manifestly impracticable to have test bars for th^ many
different kinds of castings made, owing to the lar^je araount of work
which would be required in obtaining results. The true utility of
test bars is simply coupaj'at ive, as tjiey are of use only to define
difference;? existing in different mixtures of iron; or in otiier
words, all that the test bar will do is to denote the strength of
the iron being poured into the mold; nd \rhat the influence of the
shape and size of th^* mold will be in altering its physical quali-
ties frou those shovm by the test bar, is largely left for exper-
ience to guess at, or for comparative tests of Lrcl:en castings to
determine. It is natural to look to the organization best repre-
senting those interested in this matter, for a solution of this
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prcblen; and that such has been found, will be seen by the follov/-
ing extract fi'ora "Standard SrecificationG for Gray Iron CastinpjG
and Test Bars", an adopted by the American Foundrymen ' s A^rjociation
in June 19 01 .
:
" 4. Castings made vmder these specifications, the iron in
which is to be tested for its quality, shall be represented by at
least three test bars cast froir.' the sawe heat.
5. These bars shall be subjected to a transverse breal'.ing
test, the load being applied at the niddle with supports IS" apart.
The breaking load and deflection shall be agreed upon specially on
placing the contract, and tv/o of these bars shall meet the require-
ments.
6. A tensile strength te^t niay l-^ added, in which case at
«
least three bars for this purpose shall be cast v;ith the others -ir
"h^ bai..t> L.cul('^ >'p"^rieot 1-''«iy . Thr> Tiltin-^te strength shall also be
agreed upon sneclaliy before placing th3 ooiuraol, and two of the
bars shall meet the requirements.
. The dimensions of tl:e test bars shall be as g^iven nere-
V7ith. There is only one si^e for the tensile bar and three sizes .
for the transverse, ^or the light and medium v/eight of gray cast-
ings the 1 1/2 " bar Is to be used, for heavy gray iron the ?
"
, and
for chilling irons the 2 l/.?". ".
The tensile bar is shov/n in fig. 1, and scclcets for using
\7ith then: in ^hn testing m.achine, in fig. 2, The transvpT-'^'- bars
are round, 14" long, and 1 1/2, P^, and 2 1/2 inches in diameter.
The latter are not finished.
The size and shape of these bars v;ere deterrained upon ux\,cx

a large arnov!.nt of research by a conr-;ittee of the A. F. A., composed
of Dr. R. Moldenke, and Vessrc.' Then. L. West, Jan. 3. Stirling,
Jos. S. Seaman, and jos. S. McLonald. Much of this v/ork was con-
ducted by Mr. V/est at his foundry In Sharpsville, Pa., and his
years of experimental v/orK along this line T/ere of much vale to the
comnittee.
Square test bars have been much used in testing cast jron
and V7ere used almost entirely, prior to 1890. Mr. West first
advocated the use of round test bars in 1886. Iron in ceding,
arranges its crystals perpendicular to the bounding surfaces. In
a paper read before the A. F. A., in 1894, Kt. Spretson spealis, as
follows regarding the two forms of bars:- "In the round bar the
crystals are all radiating from the centre. In the square bar they
are all arranged perpendicular to the four sides, and hence have
four lines in the diagonals of the square, in which terminal planes
|;
of the crystals abut or interlock, and about which the crystal! iza-
|
tion is always confused and irregular."
In testing bars cast flat,. it has been found that the cope
side of the bar is less dense and consequently v;eal:er than the drag
or lower side. This is due to the loY^er side being cooled quicker
than the upper side, and therefore, retaining more of the carbon in
the combined state; making the iron dense and of finer grain. Mr.
West in experimenting along this line found as an average of a
|
large nuinber of tests, for a bar 1" square, \0Q^, and for a 1 l/8"
j
round bar 150^ greater strength in transverse test when tested as
poured, - that is v;ith the lower side on the supports,- than when Ij

tested with the drag side up. In a large bar the tendency of sul-
phur to rise to the tor might neutralize the cooling effect to somejl
extent, but not much in bars of the size given. With round bars
cast vertical, Mr. West obtained results differing only a fev:
pounds for two bars from the same flasV., one broken with the cope :;
side up and the other with the drag side up. He therefore, recom- J
mends that all test bars should be cast on end. In pages 512-527
|
I
and 579-580 of his Metallurg:/- of Cast Iron, methods of molding
round test bars on end, and a full description of the appliances
used may be found.
MECHANICAL ANALYSIS
Mr. W. J. Keep, as a result of a large number of experiments
made by him as a member of the committee on Testing of the A. S. M.,
E. , has developed a system of mechanical analysis, based upon Prof.!
Turner's discovery that the condition of the carbon depended on thej
proportion of silicon, and upon his ov/n discovery that the shrink-
i
age varies inversely as the silicon. ( shovm in TABLE I). The
method is as follows:- Test bars 1/2" x l/2" x 12" are cast between
chills 12" apart; when cooled the bars are placed betv/een the same
|
chills, and the shrinkage measured with a taper scale. The follow-
ing directions are given by Mr. Keep for the regulation of the
quality of iron by his method:
-
"Measure the shrinkage of a l/2" square test bar from your
mixture v/hen you consider it satisfactory, and use it for your
standard.
For stove plate and small castings, it should be .115" to
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.190"; for ordinary machine castings .150" to .160".
If the slirinkage is greater than your standard, use more
soft iron - (increase silicon). If it is les^, use more scrap or
cheap iron.
The strength of a bar l/2" x l/2" x 12" tested betv/een sup-
ports 12" apart should be over 400^*."
He also gives the following data as an additional guide:-
"V/ith high Ghrin}:age and high strength of a l/2" bar heavi''
|
castings v/ill be strong, but thin castings - (l/8" to l/4" ) are
likely to be brittle.
I
With low shrinkage and high strength of a l/2" bar, large
j
castings v;iii be v/eak, and thin castings strong.
|
|i
With uniform shi-inkage, an increase in the strength of a l/2'ii
!i
bar v;ill denote a proportionate or corresponding increase in all
castings.
For ordinary'' foundry work, nnd with all iron that runs gray
in l/2" square bars, that size gives better results than any other."
V/hile this system offers a fairly good method for regulation
when the castings are of the same general size and character, it is
by no means as accurate nor is it susceptible to such regulations
of quality and economy, as is the system of regulating by chemical i
analysis. I
i
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METHODS OF ANALYSIS FOR CAST IRON
Drillings of pis Iron should be carerully talien as stated
under "Pig Iron" above. Drillings from test bars should be tal:en
from three difT7erent parts of the fractiirecl surface, and the same
care should be observed not to get grease or dirt of any Kind in
the drillings. About 15 grains should be talien for each complete
analysis. The samples should be placed in a clean glass 3i'>eoiner\
tube and plainly labeled. Duplicates should be run for all deter-
minations
,
and parallel determinations of A. ?. A. standardized
drillings should be run occasionally. See Chapter XXVI, 3rd Ed.
"Uetallurgi' of Cast Iron", by Thos. D. West, for full Information
regarding the origin and use of standardized drillings. The methods
given here are those taught in the Chemistry Department of the
University of Illinois, and v/ere compiled by Prof. s. W. Par-r- from
the best and latest methods given by various authorities and modi-
fied by him as their improvement demanded.
Every foundry chemical laboratory should be provided with
copies of the "Chemical Analysis of Iron)' by A. A. Blair, "The
Metallurgy/ of Cast Iron" by Thos. D. v/est, and "Cast Iron", by
W. J. Keep.
SILICON
References:- Journal American Chemical .--.ociety. July «98, p. 547;
Feb. '99, p. 215; Blair's Chemical Analysis of Iron, 4th Ed. pp. 72
to '78. '
ji
Silicon is present in iron as silicon (Si) and is determined
as silica (SiOg), which must be calculated bao:: to The process
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if5 in brief the solution, and dehydration of the silica, weighing
and volatiljsation by means of hydrofluoric acid (IlF). The success
of the operation depends chiefly upon the thorough dehydration of
the gelatinous silica.
Weigh accurately about 1 grain. Dissolve in a casserole with
5^ 0.?. of solution prepared as follows:-- 250 c.c. dil. HMOg;
(100 c.c. con. HNO,, 150 c.c. water), 150 3.3. con. H^SO.,, and 100
c.c. water. Pour the sulphuric acid into the water, then add the
nitric acid, v/hen the iron is dissolved, add 15 c.c. con. tict, and
boil down rapidly to SO, fumes. Repeat this boil in.- down, dilute
and filter at once; burn carem.y in a weighed platimirn crucible;
and after cooling in a desiccator, add a few drops of water 5 J
6
^-ps Of H,SO„ and 1 to . c.c. HPl. Distil over a hot plate and
i£^lte in gas flame as usual. The loss in weight is SiO,
, which is
calculated to silicon.
A method river in Blair p. 77 and developed by Mr. S. A.
Ford Of i^e Edgar Thomson steel WorKs, seems peculiarly adapted to
the foundr'/ and blarrt furnace.
A small lodl, dinged into tr^e molten iron as it runs out,
and „ little iron taX^n. Thi. is then poured Into a bucket of
water
-.rlth a circular n,ovement frcr. a heieht nr three feet
and ro«r.. In .lobules, the sha.c .f w.uch bears a close relation'
to the Silicon content.
.,ith iron containlns 3< or More the shot
wll,^ be amost perfectly round, concave on the uprer surface, ard
from 1/4" to in dianeter, v;hiie if the silicon be low the
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drops will be very auiall, xla^, a.ia irie^uia, u. .... ,
'^i-
(
silicon v«^7y low the shot va.ll bo alongateci ana have tails Ciwuip-
timoG 1/4" in length. The shot are then dried and pulverized in a
hardened - ;^ mortar, siftod through f'-^-^ ^i^v^, ?ind about .5
gram of this siftings placed in a platin'um evaporating dish. 10 c.|
HCl {1,2 sp. sr.) are then added, the dish, covered with a ^vatch
glass, and the iron dissolved by heat; as seen r;oTution t^kes
place, the v/atch glass is reraoved and the solution evaporao^jd to
dryness over a bare fl^ijae; as soon as dry, dil. HOI is added and
when all iron oxide is dissolved, water is adaed. The contents of
the dish are then filtered by the help of a puj^p, and washed. The
filter is then ignited in a platin"Ui-i crucible, and as soon as the
paper is biirned a siaall jet of oxygen is driven f^entiy into the
crucible until the carbon is burned off. The crucible is then
cooled and -.eighed, and t]ie silicon calculated from the SiO^ in
the crucible.
By this method the silicon in pig iron may be deteirdned in
twelve to fifteen minutes from the tailing of the sample, with
acraracy enough for practical purposes.
suL??ruP
Blair pp. eo-7P.: J. A. 0. S. Vol. 17, p. 801; Vol. 19 p. 114:
Journal Iron and r;teel Institute, 1899, Vol. 1, p. 319.
The popular method of determining the sulphur by evolution
and absorption as H^S is by no means accurate, but as it is widely
used, and as when used witii the A. . A. standardized drillings a
checl: is provided, the method is here given.

weigh 1 grain. Use api-aratuG shown in fig. 5 , A in a hydro-
gen generator, B a wash bottle containing a 5< solution of lead
acetate to arrest any HgS: C is a drop funnel of 500 c.c. capacity:
I) is a 500 c.c. flask: E a pipette used to avoid the drawing bad:
of the liquid in H, and H and H' are absorption flas):s containing
about 100 c.c. each of a solution of caustic soda made by dissolv-
ing 10 graiiis NaOH in 100 c.c. water.
The iron ±r. placed in the flasi: Ti,anci a current of hydrogen
from the generator is run through the entire system. The cocl: K is
then closed and 150-200 c.c. of FCl ( l/2 con. HCl, l/2 water)
placed in the funnel. The acid is forced down into the flask by
the hydrogen, and a gentle heat applied, v/hen the action is ccra-
plete hydrogen is further run through until all danger of not get-
ting all of the H2S is past, and tlie soda solutions poured together,
the bottles washed out v/ith distilled water, the solution made
strongly acid ( litnus test) v/ith a predetermined amount of HCl, and
titration performed as given in Blair, pp. 69-72. The amount of
sodium solution required to titrate is reduced to l/lOO normal
Iodine and the result multiplied by .016. This quantity is then
divided by the v/eight of the sample ond the result will be the
percentage of sulphur.
PHOSPHOROUS
Blair pp. 92-104: J. A. 0. S., vol-. 19, p. 93.
The solutions needed are:- Nitric acid 1.1.^5 sp. gr. (2 watei
to 1 HNOg sp. gr. 1.42); sulphuric acid 1.84 sp. gr: dil. sulphuric
acid (1000 c.c. water to 25 c.c. con. acid 1.84 sp. gr.): airimonia
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sp. gr. .96: strong solution of KMn04, (12 -15 g. r^i' litre).
Molybdate solution prepared as in Blair p. 97. standard, solution
of KMn04 prepared as in Blair p. 95. Hot acid wash made of 1000 c
v/ater, 4C c.c. anr-.onia { sp. gr. .90) and con. FigSO^, 25 c.c.
Weigh about .3 gram of drillings into a 500 c.c. Erlenneyer flas}:;
add ICC c.c. HNOa, sp. gr. 1.155, dissolve, and boil hard till red,
fumes cease. Add enough strong permanganate solution to cause a
pink color, and boil until the pin': color disappears and MnOg
separates. Cool down slightly and aM I dilute solution of nOr,
until I'.nOj> dissol\'es, and boil to drive off excess of S0j>. J^ilter
through an asbestos filter into a 7 00 c.c. side necl: flask, and
wash. Return to original flasl:, boil riov/n to about 100 c.c. and
upon cooling add 40 c.c. of arm-on: a .96 sp. gr. JMx and heat as
hot as can be borne by the hand. Add 40 c.c. molybdate solution,
and shake hard for five minutes; allow to settle, filter t}irough a
9 cm. filter, which has been accurately fitted to the funnel in
order that any precipitate creeping above the paper nay not be
lost, and wash thoroughly with hot solution given above until test
free from iron or molybdate. Disnolve precipitate by adding to
flask 25 c.c. of dil. ammonia (1 NII4OH sp. gr .90 to 4 water).
Pour from flask onto filter; return again to flask and through
filter, and wash with water until solution's bulk iri about 150 c.c
Add now 10 c.c. con. K.^z^h and pass at once through the Jones
reductor shewn in fig. 6 (described Blair p. 93-94) at the tem-
perature produced by the acid, about 75-80^^. Precede clie reduc-
tion by passing through 100 c.c. of the dil. sulphuric acid warraed

to a'oout 70^ C. Alwayo stop with a little oolution in the funnel,
so that no air will be dra^7n in, then pass the ph03p:iat.e solution
through, following it with 20 c.c. warm dil. nitric acid, and 50
c.c. hot water, and titrate with Vv- -^tf^rnrrd i-nT^r^anganat ° nolution
A blanlc should be passed through the redu^ior using the s.aiiie quan-
tities of acid and for the phosphate solution an equal aiiiount of
vmter with 25 c.c. 1 to 4 ainriionia and IC o.c. J':7-'C/, pc nbove. The
amount required to titrate this blanh - about .j. j. j. - suould be
deducted from the readings for the phosphate. The action of the
zinc is to reduce the M0O3 to Uop^^O^.'j ".'hi^h slioul^I be of a bright
green color.
To calculate the percent of phosi:horoUs, multiply the iron
equivalent of 1 c.c. of the perr.nni^'f^r? tft solution by .88163 and by
.0179^ and this product by the m.u.Ljf;i of c.c. required fcr titra-
tion less the onount for the blanl:, ar.'^ ^'ivnde by the weight of the
sainpie, the result v/ili be the phosphorous in the iron.
MANOANESH
Blair p. lin-lJ'O.: J. A. G. S. Vol. 2C, p. 504.
7eigh .5 graia Inio a small or *4 bealter, add about 50 c.c
HNOa (sp. gr. 1.^3) and boil dov/n until less than one half bulk or
nearly syrupy. Add another 50 c.c. HMOj, (sp. gr. 1.4) and about
5 g.KClCa crystals and boil 15 ninutes. Repeat addition of second
acid and chlorate and bDil till all yellow funes are gone. The !'n.
should vo-' r,r-. be precipitated, but there will also be rriu-:;h gela-
tinous silica to interfere with the filtration. To remedy this. add
a few drops of HP and boil to remove the excess. A gram of KClOo
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may oe adl3i it the came time to miie sure that all of the !ln
precipitated. Cool, filter on as'oestop, wash tv t,hree t±.a^.
with con •r;:.^ fr-3e from red fuiae^ .tacI then was^h thorouglily V7ith
cold water, until the nitric acid in removed, rinsing the beaker
out well. 3U3}: dry, transfer the ashestoQ and precipitate to the
header ai^ain, and add 25 c.c. of standardized fer-'ou^ 3Ul7-)hate
solution (FeS04) (Made up about 10 g. FeSO/. + VH^O to 900 c.c. water
and 100 c.c. con. H2SO4, atandardized againot the regiilar KMn04
solution and >:3pt in the dark and v;ell ntoppered). Htir till all
the l{nO;j in dinsolved and titrate Fith perr.anganat e. The amount of
permanganate required indicates (according to the standardization)
the amount of PeS04 solution not taken up by the precipitate. The
ratio is ^Fe to IMn. Hence the iron equivalent of the permanganate
solution v;hich v/ould be required to titrate the amount of PeCO^
solution taken up by the Mn, represents the Un equivalent as 2 (56)
is to 55. Then 55/112 times the iron equivalent divided by the
weight of the sample gives the amount of manganese in the iron.
GRAPHITIC CARBON
Blair p. 169'
V/eigii 1 gram. Dissolve in about 15 c.c. nitric acid (1.12
sp. gr. ) best without heating. When solution is complete, ado a
few drops of HP to prevent formation of silica, and bring to the
boiling point and boil for a few minutes. Dilute to about 100 c.c.
and filter on a well fitted asbestos filter. A good method of fil-
tration and method of preparation of filter is given in Blair p. 156
Wash the filter with hot caustic soda solution, same as used in

analyf^is for Sulphur, then thoroughly v/ith hot v/ater, then v/ith a
.||
little dli. IIGI and again v^ith hot water. Burn and calculat'e as
given under Total Carbon,
TOTAL CARBON
Blair pp. 158-160.
Dissolve 1 gram of pig iron in a small beaKer by adding 100
i
CO. of a saturated solution of double chloride of coprer and po-
|
tassium (CuClg.^KCl.SH^O, about 300 g. per litre). Stir and add
7.5 CO. HCl (1.2 sp. gr.). Stir frequently as the solution of the
iron and finally of the copper is hastened by stirring. When solu-
tion is complete, v^hlch may require standing over night unless someij
form of mechanical stirrer is available, filter as for graphitic
carbon, using asbestos that has been ignited in a current of oxygen
and wash thorovighly with hot v/ate*f . If the interior of the bealier
|
needs cleaning, do so with a small v;ad of asbestos pulp, and transi-
fer it to tiie filter. The asbestos ;.ind carbonaceous matter is
burned in the apparatus shov:n in fig. 7.
?' is an empty U tube, is a tvibe containing silver sulphate dis-
solved in strong sulphuric acid. P contains anhydrous supric sul-
phate, Q contains granular dried calcium chloride. A 'Teissier's
bulb R with attached drying tube constitute the absorption appara-
tus, S is a safety guard tube containing calcium chloride, and cc
is a gravity arrangement for passing air through the apparatus. The
air is freed from CO., by passing through the tube P containing
fused potassium hydroxide. Transfer the asbestos and carbonaceous
material to the flask A, insert the stopper carrying the drop funne
.
4
B, close the Gtop-cocK and connect as shovm. See thst all joints
are tight and then pour into B 10 c.c. of a saturated solution of
chromic acid; admit it to the fl'^'sl: A by opening C. Close G and
pour into B IOC c.c. strong sulphuric acid v;hich has been heated
almost to boiling v;ith a little chromic acid. Allow this to 2'un
into A slov/ly, connect the air apparatus by the tube N, and start
a slow current of air througii. Light a lor; ;iet under A and increas?^
11
it gradually until the liquid reaches the boiling point. Lov:er the
light gradually v/hile the current of air continues to pass, and
;
when about 1 litre of air has passed tlirough after the light v/as
!
extinguished, detach and r/eigh the absorption apparatus. This cor-
^
trivance ccntfino caustic potash (\.2'y sp. gr), the bulbs being
filled about P,/z full, the drying tube contains calcium chloride.
The endr; of the bulb should be closed with small pieces of rubber
|
tube containing bits of capillary tube. The bulb should stand in
the balance about 20 minutes and tlien be v;eighed. Care should be
ta}:en v;hen filling that none of the solution gets on the outside,
and the bulb should be clean and- perfectly'- dry. In v/eighing after
absorption, the increase is OOo, which is calculated to carbon.
GOHBINED CAHBON
Combined carbon in best obt-iined for cast iron by the dif-
ference betv/een total and graphitic carbon.
SULPHUR AND PHOSPHOPOHS IN COAL OR COKE
Blair pp. 279-282.
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Sulphur
Mix thoroughly 1 c.TRm of finely pov/dero<l dried f\iel, v/ith 1
gram of light and porous magnesium oxide b.nd l/2 gran of dry sodiura
carbonate in a 100 c.c. porcelain or platinum dish. Heat the di ah
over an alcohol Ifimp held in tne hand at first. Gas must not l-e |[
used because of the sulphur it contains. The mixtu^^e is stirred
with a platinum wire and the heat slowly increased until in fifteen
minutes the oottora of the dish is at a lov/ red heat. When the
1
carbon is burned transfer the mixture to a beaher, and rinse out
the dish using about 50 c.c. of water. Add 15 c.c, saturated i
bromine water "r\d boil for five minutes. Allow to set':le, decant
through a filter, boil a second and third time with 30 c.c. of
water an: : til'' the '^iltrate give•^ only a slight opalescence
with Ag2S04. The volume of the filtrate should be about 300 c.c. \
Add 1.5 c.c. con. KCl and boil until the bromine is expelled, and
add to the solution drop ')y l-^o-o r?t b-'^in" constantly, 10 c.c. of a
lO^j solution of Barium Chloride (73aGl-.). iJigerr^ on the water bath
until the precipitate settles and the solution clears. Filter and
wash thoroughly, and ignite moist in a platinum crucible. The
sulphur is determined by calculation from the weight of tiie Ba^^^.
Phosphorous
Burn off 10 grams of fuel in a platinum or porcelain boat in
a combustion tube in a current of oxygen. A boat 4" long and or a
width to go in a 3/4" tube will hold IC g very easily. Treat the
ash with KCl to disoolve any calcium phosphate, filter and worK
well V7ith v;ater. Stand the filtrate aside, dry, ignite and fase

the insoluble matter with oodium carbonate. Dinrjolve in vrater,
filter from the insoluble matter, acidulate the filtrate with HGl,
and evaporate to dryness. Kedissolve in water with a l?'-^^'
adi this to the firnt filtrate, ad^' a lit'^le ferric chloride solu-
tion, and a slight excess of ai-.inouia. Acidulate witli acetic acid,
heat to boiling, boll a few minutes, filter and wash v;ell v/ith
boiling v/ater. Dissolve the precipitate in HCl, evaporate down,
and precipitate the phosphorous by molybdate solution as for the
determination of iron.
Directions for ignition, washing, weighing, etc., are not
given in detail, as reference to text books and manuals will give
full information regarding these operations
.
THE EQUIPMENT 0? A CHEMICAL LABORATORY
FOR FOUNDRY ANALYSES
It is assviraed that the foundry for v.'hich this equipment is
proposed, is large enough to require the services of one chemist-,
that nothing in the chemical way has as yet been done, and that
the laboratory is to be permanent.
The building may be either of v/or-d, brick or stone; it
should be about 20 feet square, v/ith a flood of north light, v/ith
good v/ater and gas supply, electric connections if possible, and
v/ith good sev/er connections. A separate building is recommended
as it can be built exactly to suit, and the laboratory should be
jemoved from the foundjy^ji order to avoid excessive dust and
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smo>:e, and to enable firm foundations freo from vibration to "be
obtained, 'ilie i7i;rrJ tiire chould be pl'in but of gootl quality, and ;!
ii
together v.-ith all v/ood v/orK, Ghculd be painted three good go -its of
light gray zinc point. The vjorKinz portion of the top of the
desks should be of white, glazed porcelain tile, and the des'Ks
'I
should be provided v^ith sinKs of white Y/are, and with water, gas
and electric connections, v/hen convenient. A large hood about 3
feet deep by 6 feet v.'ide v/ith vertical sljdiiig glass doors and
glass sides, should be provided, having a good chimne:'' outlet, and
v.'ith gas, water and electric connections, as for the deshs. As a
supply of absolutely pure water is esseiitialy some form of still
iiust be provided v/hich v.'ili give an ?3nple quantity of it. A clean
Carboy v/ith glass siphon and pinch-coc?'. is a good receptacle for
the water. A small stock room, about 8x8 feet, should be par-
titioned off in one Cvorner for use as a balance room, and for
storing cheiaicals and apparatus. It is recoiiii.iended that the bal-
ances be placed in this room, as they vri.ll not be so exposed to
various fumes as in the laboratory. They should be placed on a .
heavy shelf fastened rigidly to the v/all to reduce vibra'j.^..
mtnimuia, and 'it v/ould be v/ell if tliey were placed before a north
windov/.
In the list which follows are enumerated the material neces4
sary for the eiuipment of a laboratory designed to follow the
methods of analysis already outlined. The numbers preceding the
names of th^- n -tides, refer to the 13-37 edition of the catologue
published by Eimer and Amend of lievi York and from which prices
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were ta^cen :-
5404 1 Troenner's ^1 Balance, capacity 20'. graias
it
104.00 1
5448 1 Get vveightG for above. y to 100 18.00 1
5426 1 Balance vn'.th iTeishts 8.00
6137 1 500 C.3. ";lass graduated cylinci.ern 1.10 i
6137 o<l 100 " " " " It at .65 1.30
6137 1 J_Q II !l II M n .28
5788 2 50 CO. c.G. burettes c^'ad. l/lC c.c. at 2. 00 4.00
5789 2 n n If ti » " II It II II .2.45 4.90
629 C 100 sheets filter paper *597 32 cm. 1.15
142.93
10^0 14 . 29
Adtoo ^ a
^128 . o4
1 still (of some approved pattern) ^20.00
1 mortar, hardened steel ( ab out ; 3. 00
6972 3 Platimun crucibles ^1 25 c. C. 75g at .60 45.00
net Do , W
6487 1 Gas holder *23. 00
5207 1 Oxygen retort, copper 1/2 gsl. 3.50
5215 1 Gas iia^nine, Kipp's pattern 1 pt. 4. 00
8413 1 Vater bath 8" 2.25
6835 1 Glass mortar 3 1/4
"
.25
6093 6 Porcelain ci*ucibles -ft? at .17 1 , 02
1
6175 3 Porcelain evaporating dishes •tt9-ll-lo .95
5922 o Gas --ero les «4 II .85 5.10
5565 3 Vests glass bea-'.ers «ooo--*o 11 .25 .75 '
5568 2 If U II itl - -H:4 It .80 1.30
3345 3 }]rleniTieyer flaslis 24 OZ. ti .40 2.40
6345 •6 II It 8 0.^ . If 1.50 '
6341 4 Flaslcs 32 OZ. It .35 1.40
6344b 4 Plas-is, round bottom 16 OZ. It .25 1.00
6353 1 Measuring flash
,
g . s
.
2000 C.C. 1.20
II T%J ti It II It 1000 C.C. tt .90 2.70
11 3 II II II II 500 C.C. 11 .75 2.25
II 2 n II It It 250 C.C. It .60 1.20
;i 2 It II It It 100 C.C. II , 35 .70
4 Side necX Erleni.ieyer flasl'-S 32 03. ;i ,ol 2.40
6940 1 Pipette 50 C.C. .40
2 It 250. C. It .30 .60
4 ti 10 C.C. II .20 .80
II 1 It 5 C.C. .15
1
.58 02 6 Burette floats 1' .25 1.50 !
6388 1 Glass funnel 8 in. .50
11 6 It ^ 11 2 1/2 in II .12 .72
6402b 5 Separating funnels 8 OZ. It 1.40 4.20
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6152
8405
II
8100
8270
'I
5944-
59 1.-
7 041
6540
6537
8012
n
8010
6003
6018
9 052
6691a
6502
8314
8213
3185
8324
6114
6314
5970
6458
6053
4 Filter plates
2 Eesiccatcrn
6 'Vat oh gla^'^'^s
6 " "
2 doz. npecii.ien tubes 3"
2 doz. test tubes 6"
1 doz. " "
6 " " side neck
3 Potash bulbs
4 lbs. glass tubing 1 lb ^*11,
4 CTT.
.
6 in.
3 in.
5 in
X 3/4"
X 5/8"
7" X 7/S"
G in
6 in
1 lb.
10 ft
10 "
1
glass rod
rubber tube
II 11
1 lb
2 lb
1/4 "
1/4 "
/16"
*5
-tt/j.
lb. rubber corKs, 2 holes, asst *2-7
2 Porcelain combustion boats 4 in.
1 CombUGtion tube, porcelain 18 in.
6 Bun sen burners
1 Alcohol lartp 8 oz.
500 sheets filter paper *59 9 cm.
6 Trian'];les
Filter stands, iron
Burette stand, vfood
Tripods
pr. crucible tongs
filter pwiips
Pinch-cocK.s
Beaker holder, wire
Tube holder, wire
gm. platinum v^ire
oz. 0'"''^'^^ y/ool
cork borers ^1 to 6
lb. asbestos wool
"Analysis of Iron", Elair
"Ketallurg:,^ of Cast Iron", '/fif^t
at
II
II
II
II
II
.40
2.50
1.25 doz
2.50 "
.30 "
. 35 "
,
•' }
.35
1.20
.50 lb.
.10 ft.
.07 "
.30
.50
1.25
.75 doz
.65
.25
1.50
.20
1.60
5. 00
.67
1.25
.30
.70
.50
.70.
2.10
3.60
2. 00
.50
1. 00
.70
2.00
.60
1. 00
3. 00
.50
G.25
,38
1.30
1.50
.75
1.20
3.00
1.20
.18
.15
.60
1.00
1.00
.30
4. 00
2.00
20^j
120.97
24 . 19
96.78
^293.42
Bottles.
5709 2 doz. Keagent bottle;
2 HgF^O^ 2 IICl
2 HqS04 dil 2 HCl dil.
2 imoa 2 NH4OH
2 HNO3 10 blanks.
8 oz at 2.25 4.50
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570,'
5712
5690
6 Reagent bottles g.s.
1 HCgKaOg 1 PaCl?
1 mij^cA ' 3 blank
1 Reagent bottle As^JG^
doz. Salt nout?i bottle g.n
4 03.
1 03.
16 03
8
,
03
4 03
at 1.75 do3
l.??5
.88
.11
1. 83
1,22
net
C. ?. ChenioalG. (prices in-^Vade containers)
1/'
1/2
5
1
2
1
2
9 lb Ilgl^O^, 3p.
14
3
1/4
1/2
12
1
HNC^
HCl
.;r
,
ti
1.84
42
o
I^^I-UCll
KOH
K-Mn,o Op
KgCr^Ov
KCIO.^ pure com.
KCl
NaOH
WagOO^
Cacig fused anhyd
(349
90
n .84
3 . 52
1.30
.35
. 15
1.52
.25
.70
.15
.30
.85
.25
.64
.27
1.48
1 03. Fe v;lre
1 lb FeSO.i
1/4 " PegCi^s
1 " CuSO^ Anh.
1 " '^^
1 03. AggS04
1/2 lb Mo 6^
^. " i:n03
1/2 " MgO'
1 " Cr^O^
1 03. I
2 " Br
1/4 lb BaClg
1/2 " ^1:5(0811302)3
2 " Jones Reductor
Zinc
5 " Granulated Zinc
11.73
.10
.48
.15
.28
.7--;
1.15
1.31
.20
.33
.75
. 35
.32
. 08
.11
.90
^22. 07
The total cost of the above equipment is^ 327.2'7; or in
round numbers ^ 325. , as m.arl^-et prices nay vary the above esti-
mate 50 either' v/ay. The building mentioned, above ivHi cost v.itii
furniture, about ^350.00, bringing the total cost of installation
up to ^u75.00. The operating expenses per year^ indudin£; the
salary of one chemist at ^75.00 per month should be about ^1000.00,
1
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REPORT OP TESTS.
The writer conducted tv/o series of tests; one, series A, at
the foundry/ of the University of Illinois; the other, series B, at
the foundry of E. M. Burr and Co., Champaign, 111. Each series
consisted of six heats, and from four to six test bars v/ere taken
from each heat. Those in series A were all l/2" x l/2" x 12", and
were made from patterns for "Keep's test". In series B three forms
of test "bars were used; the standard tensile bar, and the 1 l/2"
round bar for transverse tests, as recommended by the A. F. A., and
the 1/2" bar used in series A. All l/2" bars w^^re cast flat. All
molds were made in green sand, by the v/riter.
Series A:- Taken at the University of Illinois foundry. All
bars were poured by the writer, from a hand ladle, v/ith good hot
iron taken from the second or third tap. The cupola is a Whiting
22", and about ISOO* of iron are meltod each heat. Each tap draws
from 250 to 300^ of iron. Records of heats v/ere kept on standard
blanks, furnished by the University, and one of which, filled out
for a heat in series B, will be found at the end of this report.
The matter from these records for both series of tests is given in
TABLES VIII and IX. From four to six l/2" x l/2" x 12" test bars,
cast flat, were made every heat. These bars were all broken trans-
versely between two supports 12" apart and v/ith the load in the
middle. As the bars were themselves only 12" long, the arrangement
shown in fig. 4 was used. The ends of the bars were held in the
square tubes t t, by the set screws s s. On the lower side of the
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pieces tt, shallow notches were cut in order to facilitate placing
on the supports, and. the lines ram marlied on the sides of t t,
^
enabled the adjustment of the distance between the notches to be
easily made. The bars v;ere broken up in the small Riehle testing
machine in the masonry laboratory of the civil engineering depart-
ment. As this machine is usually used for breaking briquettes,^
attachment furnished v;ith the Olsen machine, for transverse tests
of cement, v/as adapted to it and found to ?;ork very satisfactorily.
As the bars v/ere cast in the position shora at C fig. the con-
vention shown at a and b, fig. 3, was adopted for purposes of re-
cording the position of the bar when tested; the position of the
notch cast on the lower edge of the bar at one end, being as shown
by the dotted lines when that end of the bar is looked at. This
fact is recorded by the letters as in TABLE X, second column. The
force was applied to the middle of the bar by a v/edge attached to a
vertical sliding screw, v/hich was v/orked either by a hand v/heel,
constituting the nut, or by a v/orm which could be thrown into gear
with a toothed part of the hand v;heel, and v^hich v^as used for slow
speeds. There being 6 threads per inch on the screw and 50 teeth
on the worm wheel, one turn of the crank attached to the worm
raises or lowers the wedge l/sOO of an inch. The method of testing
was as follows: The bar being clamped in the square tubes t t, and
being marked at the middle, it v/as placed on the two supports, the
wedge placed at the middle, and the screw v/as turned until a pressure
of 20 pounds y/as produced, in order to take up slack in the machine.

The v/eignt v/as then placed at 300 poundo and the screw tightened up|
to that amount as rapidly as the worm could be turned, the numher
of turns of the latter beinf counted. The pressure was then in- il
creased more slowly, the machine being kept balanced by running the
T;eight out, until rupture occurred. The number of turns of the
\Yorm required to produce rupture, multiplied by l/oOO gave the
deflection in inches. The fractured ends were measured and the
dimensions recorded. The results of the tests in series A, and for
j
the small bars in series B, are given in TABLE X. The "strength"
given in the table was obtained by dividing the load by the area in^'
square inches, as recommended by I'r. V'est. -
II
Series R:- The small bars were poured with the same iron as
the large ones and v/ere tested as described above. All of the
large bars, with the exception of Nos. 5a and 6a were cast verticalj
The v/riter made all the molds for these bars at Burr's foundry, and
they were all poured with hot iron from the 2nd or 3rd tap by
moulders employed there, except for heat No. 4, v/hich was poured
from the middle of the heat with sluggish or slow iron. The 26"'
cupola at the foundry was made on the premises and from 1 l/2 to 4
tons of iron are melted each heat. Each tap drav/s from 400 to 700
pounds of iron. The molds v/ere made from split patterns with the
bars horizontal, and were set on end v/hen finished; the tv/o parts
"
of the mold being held together by means of special bottom boards ji
and bolts,. The resulting bars v/ere tested in the usual mangier in
the Philadelphia testing machine in the materials testing laboratory
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Tlie sockets shovm in fig. 2 were used for the tensile test, the bars
for v/hich were as shovm in fig. 1. The tensile bars were uniformly
|
bad; nearly all of them being weakened by flav/s. This is believed
to be due to the fact that the pattern for this bar was only 1" in
diameter for the smaller portion, when it should have been at least!
l/8 of an inch larger. It appears that the bars should be tapered
from the end of the shoulder s,(fig. 1) to within an inch or so of
the midvdle, instead of being reduced at t?iat point and filleted, as !
1one or two of those tested broke at the fillet. The bars should fit
the the sockets loosely, so as to allow considerable side play.
The transverse tests were- made in every case with the drag
side of the bar down. The supports were 12" apart, load applied at^^
middle, the amount of deflection v/as obtained by a rod clamped to
the moving part of the machine, which touched the sliding arm of a
vernier caliper which was claraped to the side of the machine. The
first reading on the vernier v/as taken v/ith a pressure of 60^ on
the test bar, and the machine being reversed at the moment of rup-
ture, the rod receded fi-'om the arm of the caliper and the difrerenc|
in the two readings, less the play in the machine (.01") gave the
deflection with a fair degree of accuracy. Data was taken as in
series A, and results are given in TABLES XI and XII. The iron in
||
all of the bars of this series was of very good character judging
by the fractures which were of a soft gray color, and of medium
grain, varying only a very little from each other as far ac the
v/riter could tell.
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Samples for chemical analysis v/ere t alien from the different
irons and col;o in the various mixtures and from the test hars for
each heat, in the manner hereinbefore described, and turned over to
the chemistry department. TABLES 7III and XIV shov/ the relation
betv/een the heat numbers and brands of the iron fi'om v/hich the
samples were taken, and the numbers or symbols on the bottles. The
tables are left blank for the insertion of the results of the
analyses.
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MECHxVNICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT SHOPS
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
FOUIN^DRY RECORD
Heat No ^ H- .M . BURR 9cC0'5.
Make of Cupola JHcrWM^ AAA^Ckx^ Size of Cupola
M .ke of Hloxver Size of Blower
1 .restarted W Blast put on
aro-cd "^-^ ^ First fluid iron appeared . 5
Date
First iron ch t
I'l ' iron used
Kind.
hLiap iron used
] ^r.^ ; 2. S>.a4>?....\ ^(^c->^..<^.^^
^1 Analysis
Kind AAi^CNJ!J^^->*-AJO^^"vA>^
Srhl
^.f-
Bottom dropped..
Blast in inches
No.
No.
.
Analysis
Kind
Coke used
I Analysis
Flux used—Kind AX,.^rNK3^ Quantity
t charge
jil chargfe
^(1 charge
I
th charge
Totals
Coke.
IS
50
Fig: Iron. Scrap Iron. Weighed by Remarks.
^0
TuLal v\eiulit ol it Oil Ilit' lLcd
W irg' ht of good castiiiub
Weight of ap puLJ, ^atcs,—ta:
(oO
Ratio of iron melted to coke used
Weight of poor castings
Weight of iron lost in melting
Per cent, of iron lost in melting
i General description of castings made—size, shape, weight, &c.
I est bar.
Remarks-
Analysis
Transverse test—size c. to c. Result
Tensile test— size Pounds per square inch
Hardness. By cutting or drilling
Microscopic features
fx-
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TABLLI.
Influcnce: or Silicon on Shrinkage.
KINDOF IRON.
SILICON
E>AT?S
\ X L
0" r-i
"iRoauois'' o.So .165 .\6o .116
M \.ai .\5o .125 .Wo
II \.66 .1^5 .\5o .\o^ .06S
II a.oi .066
II 5.I9 .157 .lo5 .o15
TABLL U.
Silicon Counteiracting MANG^NE.5t.
nANGANESE
S\L.\CON
AODE.D
DEAD LOAD
STRESS
DEAD LOAD
DEFL.
SHRINKAGE HARDNESS
^o.oo 0. \0O .05 1&5
.01 .^66 \&6
1 3.00
. IG
•1
.ai .222 \V5
•1 6.20 526 .^7 .£l<3 l?^3
TAbLEim.
\npuRiTiE.5 inPig Iron.
BRAND S\UVCON SULPHUR phosphor's HANGANESE "REMARKS
FOUNDT^Y \.0to'=^.01. .01 to .05^0 O.Zto 1.5 "70 to ^.yO'lo
CHARCOAL 0.^ - 5.0 " .05 .1 5 ",15 " 1.50
0.13" a.5 .0\ - .05 '1.10 .ZO" \.oo
GR. FORGE. 0.5 " 2.0 .05 •• .^o .10 • 1.50 •• i.yo
BASIC 0. - UO •• .05 a.Q .30 1.50 T?desired low
FERrSIL 6.0 - 16.0
mtd.vwh't 0.\ - \.o .05 . .30 JO " l.OO .10 •• 1.50 Carbon high.
50
\TABLLld.
AnALYSELS OFFoUNDRYANOBE-SSEnER IroN.
#
1
*3
FOUNDRY FOUNDRY BE3SEME.R BE.55EnE.R
PHOSPHOROUS .60 .50 .oq •OQ
GRAPH. CARBON ^.50 :3.oo 3.50 ^.00
COMB. .15 .-30 .55 .65
SIHCON ^.00 Z.OO I.Z5
5ULPHUB .01 .QZ .02.5 .05
."50 ,^0 .50 .^5
TABLLIEL.
Grades of Pig Iron by°1«of 9iliconand3olphur.
SILICON
SULPHUR
*3 *5
275'to3.00
.01 •• .04
^.50to2n5
.01 ,04 .0\ -.04 .01 " X)4 .0^ •• .05
SILICON
SULPHUR
1.50 +0 \•^ 5
.0?^ - .05 .0^ •• .05
\.ooto\.^5
.0T» - .0 G
.T 51-0 \. 00
.04 • .07 .0^ •• .1
Change in 5il\con for each .oi*)«3ulphurto maintain quality.
SULPHUR ,01 .03 .04 .0 5 ,0G
SIU CON 2.00 a.io
,
z.zo z.zo a.4o 2-.5
Calculating 5il\con \u a Cupola Charge.
BRAND AND
GRADE1U5ED
VIEJGHTof IRON
USED
PE-R CENT
s\u\con
TOTAL POINTS
~ OF S\V.\CON
*\, fUORA fcOO lbs. 1^56)0.00
'^Z>. CLARA 4-0 B..ZQ> R 04.0
^G.FRANK ^OO • \ .5 450.00
SHOP SCRAP 2O0 • \.e>o 360.OO
YARD 30 •• 62.^.00
aooo •' 40 \ «\. DO
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TABLL X:
Transverse: Te:5T or ixixiz £)ar^. Series A and B.
No.or-HEAT
POSITION MICROMETER 5IZE1 BREAMNG
DEFLECTIOn
STRENGTH
OF BAR DEPTH WIDTH UOAD e Mk.rE.R «Q.IN.
A. 1 a .5oe
"
.53^" .25fe"
1 U 410 .2 3 5- 15^0
1 b ,5oq 40G .^3 3 1500
1
)r
.ffl7 .5 01 471- ^b4 1850
z •• .733 .JOG .Z^8 iG30
z •t 460 .3 1840
2 a .5li- .5"5-3 44Z .2.5 7 ICIO
2 II .5 »0 4 50 .2.35 1^90
3 a •1 .^09 .tf 18 430 t(.50
3 a N .52-1 4 »(. .243 ttio
:3 •« .2*^0 1t>45
3 •l .50© 4 to 1730
-4 M
.503 4^G .2.60 (t40
-t • 1 .4^6 nso
n 4- 1 (a .2 fe2 IG05
(• .501 4 50 .2Gff ni5
5 II
— — 450 .2-56 (FLAW)
5 »i .3 7 .5-2-^ 4 5Cj .2 7J 1720
5 \o .505 45a .24 7 ni5
5 •• .500 .5^4 4a^ .2*^5 1840
9a a .3a5 ,5 It 524 .2^^2
.5-0 (, .5?G 4<^0 1610
6 ii .50^ .5^G 4 5^ .247 \T\5
6 It .54 .5 8 4q ,2 50 1160
6 V? .510 .52-5 4C& .260
6 •• .55fc .5;4 44G .227
B 1 ff .6' It 3 to .2'2.7 H.55
1 a .5512- .yoi 5 to .213 II ft^"
•
.306 .5I-1- 414 .2<,8 1585
3 .5'04 .515 3fc0 .2/(, 1^8 5
a .50T .y^o 440 .2-4-7 IU40
.510 4-50 .236 U80
.5^0 .511 45a .258
•
.507 .4^9 4E4 .24T

Transvelrs^ Test OF li Round Bars . 5e.rie.s B.
NO. OF
BAR.
S 1 21 El
LOAD DEFLtCTION
STRE.NGTH
PER SQ.\N. RELMARK5DLrl H V 1 1 P^T" LIw 1 DTn
\ a ifvi
••
1.5-3
" 5320^
.lOt" 5130 * All I2"b£T.5up.
\ \> 4-52.0 zseo
l.i-5 .123 2660 1 smqK flaw.
Zb i.-tq 4310 aGoo 2.me.dium <
.
3a \.50 1-4 50 .10 5 2540
3 b I. ^6 1.4^ 4 foO .0 84 2550
I 6 1.51 5730 .1 V 1 3240
1.48 1.51 5000 .100 2630 Zsmall -flows.
5a 1.50 1.30 54fe0 .\2-'o 3090 Ca&t F Ljvt
5b I.-4 5 4C.50 .104 £760 Tumbled
ifl-q 52.00 .096 3000 Cast Fuat
Gb IfH (<» 1:41 4<H40 .10(0 2940
Te:n5ile Teist of 5tanda.ro B^Rs.Series B.
NO. OF
BAR. 0\AhETER.
•BHEAKING
\-OAD.
STRENGTH
PER SQ.mCH. RE.MARK5.
1 (k .632 \031 18880 S- very amoll flaws
1 \o 72.10 I large-f law.About^a.
.600 I2J50
2.b .SOO lOoqo 1 3 y
5oi naq 105-30 ao (o^o bftOKE A.T Fll-UtT.
3\0 .800 10250 20450
4a .814 q <? 30 ^ lavg e * "3 a,
5a .©Oi 1 1030 2I<? 9.0 2 very 5mQllf\avas.
i1
I
II
TA&L.LXin
Chemical Anal-Vses of Pig Iron ai^d Cov^el
KIND MARK SILICON SULPHUR PHOS-
PHOROUS
MAN-
GAMESL
TOTAL
CARe>ON
(iRAPHlTJC
CARBON
SOUTHN C
*\ SOFT o
e:
CHARCOAL F
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